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Introduction
It was pleasing to see candidates engaging effectively across the ability range in
this, the second year of the reformed AS Level paper 1B: England, 1509–1603:
authority, nation and religion.
The paper is divided into three sections. Section A comprises a choice of essays
that assess understanding of the period in depth (AO1) by targeting the second
order concepts of cause and/or consequence. Section B offers a further choice of
essays, targeting any of the second order concepts of cause, consequence, change
and continuity, similarity and difference, and significance. Section C contains a
compulsory question which is based on two given extracts. It assesses analysis
and evaluation of historical interpretations in context (AO3).
Candidates in the main appeared to organise their time effectively, although there
were some cases of candidates not completing one of the three responses within
the time allocated. Examiners did note a number of scripts that posed some
problems with the legibility of hand writing. Examiners can only give credit for
what they can read.
Of the three sections of Paper 1, candidates are generally more familiar with the
essay sections, and in sections A and B most candidates were well prepared to
write, or to attempt, an analytical response. Stronger answers clearly understood
the importance of identifying the appropriate second order concept that was being
targeted by the question. A minority of candidates, often otherwise
knowledgeable, wanted to focus on causes and engage in a main factor/other
factors approach, even where this did not necessarily address the demands of the
conceptual focus. Candidates in the main were able to apply their knowledge and
understanding in a manner suited to the different demands of questions in these
two sections in terms of the greater depth of knowledge required where section A
questions targeted a shorter-period, as compared to the more careful selection
generally required for the section b questions covering broader timespan.
Candidates do need to formulate their planning so that there is an argument and
a counter argument within their answer; some candidates lacked sufficient
treatment of these. The generic mark scheme clearly indicates the four bulletpointed strands which are the focus for awarding marks and centres should note
how these strands progress through the levels. Candidates do need to be aware
of key dates, as identified in the specification, and ensure that they draw their
evidence in responses from the appropriate time period.
In Section C, the strongest answers demonstrated a clear focus on the need to
discuss different arguments given within the two extracts, clearly recognising
these as historical interpretations. Such responses tended to offer comparative
analysis of the merits of the different views, exploring the validity of the
arguments offered by the two historians in the light of the evidence, both from
the within the extracts, and candidates’ own contextual knowledge. Such
responses tended to avoid attempts to examine the extracts in a manner more
suited to AO2, assertions of the inferiority of an extract on the basis of it offering
less factual evidence, or a drift away from the specific demands of the question to
the wider taught topic.

Question 1
This was a popular question, and was generally tackled effectively in order to reach
the two higher levels, with most candidates demonstrating sufficient knowledge
and understanding to discuss a range of factors contributing to the growth of trade
in the given period. The given factor of overseas exploration was largely
understood and addressed with some depth, although there was a noticeable
preference among candidates to discuss the significance of immigration, in
particular Dutch immigrants, on the development of the textile trade. A minority
of responses blurred the distinctions between overseas exploration and trade,
treating established overseas trade as an aspect of exploration; confident
responses explored the interplay between these and other issues, in some cases
demonstrating the sustained evaluation beyond the requirements of AS Level.
Some responses attempted to discuss Dutch immigration as an aspect or result of
overseas exploration, and struggled to convince over this. Other factors commonly
covered were innovations in cloth production, developments resulting from the
growth of London, the role played by the government and the consequences of
broader developments in agriculture. There were also some good discussion of the
significance of the decline of Antwerp. Generally, most candidates were clearly
able to focus the material they had towards the demands of the question.

Exemplar 1

This response demonstrates some of the qualities of a level 3 response. There is
an attempt at analysis, structured towards the question around different factors.
There is some range of knowledge, although this lacks depth. However, some of
the development is unconvincing, in either the accuracy of the supporting
material, or in the connection to the outcome of developments in trade. Attempts
are made to reach judgement, although the reasoning and support is limited.

Question 2
This was the less popular of the two questions in section A, and it produced a
range of responses. There was a clear trend within this question whereby some
candidates tended to produce arguments explaining the survival of Catholicism,
seemingly misunderstanding the focus of the question, or lapsing from this focus
to some degree or other during the essay. The issue of a preference for questions
on causation has been evident across all options, and whilst reduced from 2016,
it is worth reminding candidates that a range of second-order concepts can and
will be addressed across the paper, and that in section A, questions will target
consequences or causes. Where candidates did successfully target their
knowledge, some very impressive responses were offered, with at times a depth
of knowledge that should be noted and commended. In the strongest responses,
this often focused on a the term ‘implementation’, relating this to an
understanding of Elizabeth’s own desires, set against her practical actions in
government, where many recognised her as a politique. In terms of other issues
addressed, an analysis of the impact on the rise of Puritanism commonly featured,
as well as the long-term acceptance of her religious settlement. Others brought in
information concerning relations with Spain, or attempted rebellion and plots,
although success in doing so depended upon convincingly linking these issues to
the focus of the question.

Exemplar 2
This response demonstrates the qualities of a level 4 response. There is a
confident grasp of religious issues, and the impact the Elizabethan Religious
Settlement had on the Catholicism in England is explored with reasoned
analysis. The responses considers Puritanism as an alternative consequence,
again with articulate reasoning. Whilst responses at this level to similar
questions would more typically offer a more distinct range of consequences (or
indeed factors), the quality of material, reason and judgement ensures this is a
secure level 4.

Question 3
Many candidates provided broad responses covering the period in question, and
responses were found across the mark range. The more popular topics to feature
were the role and authority of parliament, alongside the part played by key
characters – monarchs aside, this predominantly meant Wolsey and Cromwell,
although Somerset and Cecil also featured frequently. Aside from this, there were
discussions of the Privy Council, the Star Chamber, as well as consideration of
regional and local governance, including the developments of the Marcher Council,
and the Council of the North, and the role of Lord Lieutenants and Justices of the
Peace. Stronger responses tended to offer good chronological range and balance,
and explore the extent of change throughout, confidently harnessing the material
used towards the demands of the question. Less successful responses tended to
be limited by only partial coverage of the period, unsupported assertion, or
difficulties in focusing on change. With regards to the second-order concept of
change, some candidates seem less familiar or confident with addressing
questions on this. Whilst there is no ideal formula for such essays, stronger
responses tended to ensure the essay is driven by argument over the extent of
change, with detail selected to support and exploration, rather than the other way
round, risking lapsing into description. Candidates should also be minded to
address the full question, in terms of both the given date range, and the extent of
change – in some otherwise well-argued responses, areas of continuity were at
times given limited treatment, making it difficult to address the extent of change.

Exemplar 3

This response demonstrates the qualities of a level 3 response. There is an
understanding of the demands of the question, attempting to relate material to
the second-order concept of change. There is valid and accurate knowledge
applied, although this lacks depth, and is not all convincingly developed. There is
chronological coverage. There are attempts to reach reasoned judgements, such
as seeing more or less change in some parts of the period, or aspects of the
debate, than others, although such judgements are not securely developed.

Question 4
This was the marginally more popular question within the option, and candidates
produced a range of responses. Where candidates were less successful, this
tended to be due to one or more of the following factors: (i) description limited
focus on the question, (ii) limited material on poor relief, or material more relevant
to the problem of poverty, e.g. the growth of vagrancy, rather than poor relief
itself, (iii) confusion over the measures introduced to tackle the problem of
poverty, and (iv) limited chronological range. The extent of change was not always
explicitly assessed. A number of responses were able to successfully introduce
wider contextual detail such as that on the dissolution of the monasteries, harvest
failure, the debasement of coinage amongst an analysis of the issue, although
stronger responses did so alongside focused material detailing the various acts
introduced, with a confident grasp of what exactly these entailed, framed within
an analysis in order to exemplify the extent of change in historical context. The
advice given in relation to Question 3 concerning change as a second-order focus
applies equally in this case.

Exemplar 4
Whilst brief, this response demonstrates many of the qualities of a level 4
response. There is a direct focus on the analytical demands of the question, and
accurate knowledge is applied to consider the changes to poor relief. Whilst
issues could be explored further, the supporting knowledge is specific, and the
response considers the extent of change across the period. Judgements are
reasoned and critical, and the exposition is cogent and precise.

Question 5
Most candidates were able to access the higher two levels, generally by
recognising and explaining the arguments in the two extracts, and building on this
with own knowledge. The strongest responses tended to offer a comparative
analysis of the views, discussing and evaluating these in the light of contextual
knowledge. Most candidates were able to identify differences between Extract 1
and Extract 2, seeing the former as focusing on the difficulties parliament
presented, set against Extract 2’s questioning the extent to which this amounted
to a problem, emphasising Elizabeth’s handling of this. More nuanced responses
also tended to pick up points of agreement. Issues that limited some responses
were relatively limited use of the extracts, or to use these in a manner not fully
suited to Section C, e.g. through attempts to analyse provenance in a manner
more suited to AO2. Section C is focused around A03. Responses which made
consideration of the argument and evidence within the extracts central to their
responses, applying their contextual knowledge to consider the validity of the
arguments offered, were more successful. For some, it seemed the breadth of this
particular question was of great benefit in allowing scope to what contextual
knowledge they brought to the argument, but it was those candidates who applied
this within a response which consistently considered the extracts and their
arguments which achieved the higher levels. Responses tended to be more
successful when they addressed the issues drawn from the specific question and
extracts. Some candidates appeared to offer pre-prepared material ‘for’ or
‘against’ the general historical debate (‘a general crisis of government’), and whilst
this could be productive, at times this amounted to material not directly relevant
to the specific question and extracts. One further issue that limited some
responses was a tendency to make use of quotations from the extracts in support
of their own arguments, at the expense of analysis of the actual interpretations.
Explicit analysis of the arguments within these, with carefully integrated
contextual knowledge was a more successful approach.

Exemplar 5
This response demonstrates the qualities of a level 4 response. There is a clear
understanding of the different perspectives taken by the two extracts, and the
response gives a considered analysis of the arguments offered by the two
historians. The candidate deploys their own knowledge to discuss the two views,
integrating this into an analysis of the historians’ arguments, and reasoned
judgements are reached as a result of this discussion.

Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following
advice:
Section A/B responses:
Features commonly found in responses which were successful within the higher
levels:
 Candidates paying close attention to the date ranges in the question
 Sufficient consideration given to the issue in the question (e.g. main
factor), as well as some other factors
 Explain their judgement fully – this need not be in an artificial or abstract
way, but demonstrate their reasoning in relation to the concepts and topic
they are writing about in order to justify their judgements
 Focus carefully on the second-order concept targeted in the question
 Give consideration to timing, to enable themselves to complete all three
question with approximately the same time given over to each one
 An appropriate level, in terms of depth of detail and analysis, as required
by the question – e.g. a realistic amount to enable a balanced and
rounded answer on breadth questions
Common issues which hindered performance:
 Pay little heed to the precise demands of the question, e .g. write about
the topic without focusing on the question, or attempt to give an answer
to a question that hasn’t been asked – most frequently, this meant
treating questions which targeted other second-order concepts as
causation questions
 Answer a question without giving sufficient consideration to the given
issue in the question (e.g. looking at other causes, consequences, etc,
with only limited reference to that given in the question)
 Answers which only gave a partial response, e.g. a very limited span of
the date range, or covered the stated cause/consequence, with no real
consideration of other issues
 Assertion of change, causation, sometimes with formulaic repetition of the
words of the question, with limited explanation or analysis of how exactly
this was a change, cause, of the issue within the question.
 Judgement is not reached, or not explained
 A lack of detail
Section C responses:
Features commonly found in responses which were successful within the higher
levels:
 Candidates paying close attention to the precise demands of the question,
as opposed to seemingly pre-prepared material covering the more general
controversy as outlined in the specification
 Thorough use of the extracts; this need not mean using every point they
raise, but a strong focus on these as views on the question
 A confident attempt to use the two extracts together, e.g. consideration of
their differences, attempts to compare their arguments, or evaluate their
relative merits






Careful use of own knowledge, e.g. clearly selected to relate to the issues
raised within the sources, confidently using this to examine the arguments
made, and reason through these in relation to the given question; at
times, this meant selection over sheer amount of knowledge
Careful reading of the extracts, to ensure the meaning of individual
statements and evidence within these were used in the context of the
broader arguments made by the authors
Attempts to see beyond the stark differences between sources, e.g.
consideration of the extent to which they disagreed, or attempts to
reconcile their arguments

Common issues which hindered performance:
 Limited use of the extracts, or an imbalance in this, e.g. extensive use of
one, with limited consideration of the other
 Limited comparison or consideration of the differences between the given
interpretations
 Using the extracts merely as sources of support
 Arguing one extract is superior to the other on the basis that it offers
more factual evidence to back up the claims made, without genuinely
analysing the arguments offered
 Heavy use of own knowledge, or even seemingly pre-prepared arguments,
without real consideration of these related to the arguments in the
sources
 Statements or evidence from the source being used in a manner contrary
to that given in the sources, e.g. through misinterpretation of the
meaning of the arguments, or lifting of detail without thought to the
context of how it was applied within the extract
 A tendency to see the extracts as being polar opposites, again seemingly
through expectation of this, without thought to where there may be
degrees of difference, or even common ground
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